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Abstract: In the context of non-geometric type II orientifold compactications, there
have been two formulations for representing the various NS-NS Bianchi-identities. In the
rst formulation, the standard three-form ux (H3), the geometric ux (!) and the non-
geometric uxes (Q and R) are expressed by using the real six-dimensional indices (e.g.
Hijk; !ij
k; Qi
jk and Rijk), and this formulation has been heavily utilized for simplifying
the scalar potentials in toroidal-orientifolds. On the other hand, relevant for the studies
beyond toroidal backgrounds, a second formulation is utilized in which all ux components
are written in terms of various involutively even/odd (2; 1)- and (1; 1)-cohomologies of the
complex threefold. In the lights of recent model building interests and some observations
made in [1, 2], in this article, we revisit two most commonly studied toroidal examples
in detail to illustrate that the present forms of these two formulations are not completely
equivalent. To demonstrate the same, we translate all the identities of the rst formulation
into cohomology ingredients, and after a tedious reshuing of the subsequent constraints,
interestingly we nd that all the identities of the second formulation are embedded into
the rst formulation which has some additional constraints. In addition, we look for the
possible solutions of these Bianchi identities in a detailed analysis, and we nd that some
solutions can reduce the size of scalar potential very signicantly, and in some cases are too
strong to break the no-scale structure completely. Finally, we also comment on the inuence
of imposing some of the solutions of Bianchi identities in studying moduli stabilization.
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1 Introduction
In recent years, non-geometric ux compactication has received a great amount of at-
tention towards model building applications in the superstring compactication frame-
works [1, 3{14]. The basic argument on the origin of non-geometric uxes lies in the process
of a successive application of T-duality on the three form H-ux of the type II orientifold
theories, where a chain with geometric and non-geometric uxes appears as [15],

















Apart from these set of uxes (H;!;Q and R), the modular completion arguments for
the four dimensional eective potentials of type IIB superstring compactications demand
to introduce a new kind of non-geometric P -ux which is S-dual to the non-geometric
Q-ux [16{22]. The appearance of various kinds of uxes as a set of parameters in the
generalized superpotential induces an eective scalar potential which can generically sta-
bilized all moduli at the tree level. This could be considered as one of the most attractive
features for motivating the model building eorts in a non-geometric framework of type
IIB superstring compactications as one may (at least in principle) stabilize all mod-
uli at tree level, and therefore without paying as much attention to the innite series of
(un-)known perturbaive and non-perturbative corrections as in the standard ux compact-
ication. Note that such subleading corrections have been also found to be crucially useful
in the conventional ux compactication without any non-geometric ux, where the com-
pex structure moduli are stabilized at tree level along with the axion-dilaton while the
no-scale structure preserves the atness in the Kahler moduli directions. The same are
lifted once some additional corrections are included; for example, the non-perturbative
corrections to the superpotential [23{29]. Moreover, there have been enormous amount of
continuous eorts made in realizing de-Sitter vacua in the standard ux compactication
scenarios; for example see [23, 30{47]. Further, the presence of many non-geometric uxes
of dierent couplings has been also found to be helpful in appropriate sampling of ux
parameters on the way of easing the moduli stabilization process, and it sometimes also
creates the possibility of realizing de-Sitter vacua in non-geometric ux-compactication
framework [7{10, 13, 48, 49].
Being simple and suitable for performing explicit computations, toroidal orientifolds
have been utilized as toolkits in the conventional approach of studying 4D type II eective
theories in a non-geometric ux compactication framwork. In fact most of the studies
have been centered around a T6=(Z2  Z2) orientifold. Toroidal setups have not only
helped in understanding model building aspects [6, 8, 9, 17{19, 48] but also have demon-
strated their utilities in taking the initial steps for invoking the ten-dimensional origin of
the 4D eective type IIB potentials [50{55]. Some very signicant steps have been also
taken towards exploring the form of non-geometric 10D action via Double Field Theory
(DFT) [56{58] as well as supergravity [50{53, 59].1 Moreover, apart from the direct model
building motivations, the interesting relations among the ingredients of superstring ux-
compactications and those of the gauged supergravities have boosted signicant interests
in understanding both the sectors as uxes in one setting are related to the gauging in the
other one [3{5, 15, 16, 59, 64{68].
The very recent progress made in [10, 49, 69{72] regarding the formal developments
along with applications towards moduli stabilization, searching de-Sitter vacua as well as
building inationary models have boosted the interests in setups beyond toroidal example,
say Calabi Yaus. As the explicit form of the metric for a generic Calabi Yau threefold
is not known, the same has led to explore other possibilities of expressing the eective


















Yau metric. In this regard, earlier attempts of studying the close connections between
the symplectic geometry and eective potentials of type II supergravity theories [73{75]
have been recently extended to include non-geometric uxes in [54, 55]. These proposals
provide some alternative and compact ways of representing the scalar potential in terms
of some new peculiar ux combinations, (proposed in cohomology language in [52],) using
which imposing the NS-NS Bianchi identities could be easier as we elaborate in one of the
examples in this article.
Although the complexity induced by introducing many ux parameters of various
kinds facilitates a possibly easier samplings of parameters to t the values, for example
cosmological parameters (such as scalar/tensor power spectrum and spectral indices etc.)
while building an inationary model, however the process as a whole does not remain
simple and clean, and it enforces some inevitably hard challenges. A couple of those are
enumerated as under,
 To gure of what/which kind of, and how many uxes can be simultaneously turned-
on in a given consistent compactication setup still needs a clear answer.
 The resulting 4D scalar potentials are very often so huge in concrete examples (say in
Type IIB on T6=(Z2Z2) orientifold) that even it gets hard to analytically solve the
extremization conditions as the same demands to solve very high degree polynomials.
 The diculty in dealing with the extremization conditions is so much involved that
one has to look either for simplied ansatz by switching-o certain ux components
at a time, or else one has to opt for an involved numerical analysis [6, 8, 9, 17{19].
 To consistently impose all the NS-NS Bianchi identities and tadpole cancellation
conditions while performing moduli stabilization and de-Sitter vacua search is quite
challenging.
These points suggest that even though one starts with a large number of uxes of distinct
nature and that too having dierent types of superpotential couplings (in the sense that
some uxes only couple to  while some others couple to the odd moduli Ga or the T
moduli only), the additional ux constraints may not allow as much freedom to play with
ux parameters as one could have naively thought of. In this regard we will explore the
possibility of reducing the ux parameter space by looking at the various possible solutions
of NS-NS Bianchi identities.
Motivation and main goals. Let us mention at the outset that there are two main
formulations of Bianchi identities which are being utilized in the literature for simplify-
ing the type IIB eective potential. One formulation involves uxes which are denoted
in terms of real six dimensional indices (e.g. Hijk; !ij
k; Qjki ; R
ijk) while in the later one,
all ux components are written out using cohomology indices (e.g. H; !a etc. where
 2 h21  (CY ); a 2 h11  (CY )). The rst formulation has been heavily utilized for simplifying

















ing models beyond toroidal example [49, 69{72] have utilized the identities of the second
formulation. In this article,
 motivated by some observations of [1, 2], we plan to demonstrate that the two for-
mulations of identities are not equivalent in their present forms. In fact, the ux
constraints of the second formulations are already contained in the rst formulation
which has some additional ones that cannot be obtained from the known version of
the second formulation.
 we present a detailed investigation of the possible solutions of Bianchi identities and
their eects on moduli stabilization in two concrete examples.
The article is organized as follows: in section 2 we provide some relevant preliminaries of
type IIB non-geometric ux compactication. Subsequently, in section 3, we will present
the two known formulations of the NS-NS Bianchi identities which are utilized for sim-
plifying the scalar potentials of toroidal as well as beyond toroidal examples. Section 4
is devoted to demonstrate that the two formulations are not equivalent (at least in their
presently known versions). This has been done by converting all the complicated ux con-
straints of the rst formulation into cohomology ingredients in the context of two concrete
examples. Followed by the same, in section 5 and section 6, we perform a detailed anal-
ysis for looking at the possible solutions of Bianchi identities in the two examples, and
subsequently we explore on their implications towards moduli stabilization. The section 7
presents an overall conclusion with future directions. Moreover, we include two appendices
where we present a short derivation of Bianchi identities of the second formulation, fol-
lowed by another one where we discuss the eect of including non-geometric P -ux on the
Bianchi identities and their solutions for one of the examples.
2 Basic preliminaries
Let us consider Type IIB superstring theory compactied on an orientifold of a Calabi-Yau
threefold X. To describe the four dimensional eective theory we need several ingredients,
and let us start with xing the conventions. The two classes of possible orientifold projec-
tions are described by their action on the Kahler form J and the holomorphic three-form

3 of the Calabi-Yau, and are given as under [76]:
O =
8<:
p  : 









p is the world-sheet parity, FL is the left-moving space-time fermion number, and
 is a holomorphic, isometric involution. The rst choice leads to orientifold with O5=O9-
planes whereas the second choice to O3=O7-planes. Let us x our conventions as those
of [2] where,
 we denote the bases of even/odd two-forms as (; a), four-forms as (~; ~a) while
the three-forms in two even/odd symplectic pairs as (aK ; b
J) and (A;B). We

















 Here the various indices run into their respective cohomology dimensions as; for
example,  2
n




1; 2; : : : ; h1;1  (X)
o
, K 2 f1; : : : ; h2;1+ (X)g
and  2 f0; : : : ; h2;1  (X)g for the O3=O7-cases. For O5=O9-planes which is not
relevant for our current studies in this work, one has K 2 f0; : : : ; h2;1+ (X)g and
 2 f1; : : : ; h2;1  (X)g.





 ^ ~ = d^  ;
Z
X
a ^ ~b = d ba ;
Z
X
 ^  ^  = k ; (2.2)Z
X
 ^ a ^ b = k^ab;
Z
X
aK ^ bJ = KJ ;
Z
X
A ^ B = 
Note that if four-form bases are chosen to be dual to the two-form bases, one will
have d^  = ^

 and d ba = 
b
a . However here we follow a bit more generic case as
in [2].
The massless states in the four dimensional eective theory are in one-to-one correspon-
dence with harmonic forms which are either even or odd under the action of , and these
do generate the equivariant cohomology groups Hp;q (X). Now, the various eld ingredients
can be expanded in appropriate bases of the equivariant cohomologies. For example, the
Kahler form J , the two-forms B2, C2 and the R-R four-form C4 can be expanded as [76]
J = t ; B2 = b
a a;
C2 = c
a a; C4 = D

2 ^  + V K ^ aK + UK ^ bK +  ~
(2.3)
where t is string-frame two-cycle volume moduli, while ba; ca and  are various axions.
Further, (V K , UK) forms a dual pair of space-time one-forms and D

2 is a space-time two-
form dual to the scalar eld . Moreover, the overall volume of the complex threefold is
given as VE = 16 k t t t . Now, we consider a complex multi-form of even degree evenc
dened as [77],
evenc = e
B2 ^ CRR + i e Re(eB2+i J)   +Ga a + T ~ ; (2.4)
which suggests the following forms for the Einstein-frame chiral variables appearing in
N = 1 4D-eective theory,
=C0+ i e













where  = ( ^d 1)  k and ^ab = ( ^d 1)  k^ab in our conventions.
Four dimensional scalar potential. The dynamics of low energy eective supergravity
action is encoded in three building blocks; namely a Kahler potential (K), a holomorphic
superpotential (W ) and a holomorphic gauge kinetic function (G^) written in terms of
appropriate chiral variables. Subsequently, the total N = 1 scalar potential is computed via
V = eK






(Re G^) 1JK DJDK + 1
2
(Re G^) 1JK DJDK : (2.6)

















The Kahler potential (K). Using appropriate chiral variables, a generic form of the
tree level Kahler potential can be written as a sum of three pieces motivated from their
underlyingN = 2 special Kahler and quaternionic structures, and the same is give as under,









  ln ( i(   ))  2 ln  VE (;Ga; T;  ;Ga; T) : (2.7)
Here, the involutively-odd holomorphic three-form 
3 generically depends on the complex
structure moduli (zk) and can be written out in terms of period vectors,

3  XA   F B (2.8)
via using a generic tree level pre-potential as under,
F = (X0)2 f(zi) ; f(zi) = 1
6
l^ijk z













are used, and l^ijk are triple intersection numbers on
the Mirror Calabi Yau. Further, the quantities aij ; bi and  are real parameters [78, 79]. In
general, f(zi) will have an innite series of non-perturbative contributions (say Finst:(zi)),
however for the current purpose, we are assuming the large complex structure limit to
suppress the same.
Distribution of uxes for inducing superpotential (W ) and D-terms (DK ; DK).
Turning on various uxes on the internal background induces a non-trivial ux superpo-
tential [75]. To construct a generic form of the superpotential, one has to understand the
splitting of various geometric as well as non-geometric uxes into the suitable orientifold
even/odd bases. Moreover, it is important to note that in a given setup, all ux-components
will not be generically allowed under the full orietifold action O = 
p( )FL. For example,
only geometric ux ! and non-geometric ux R remain invariant under (
p( )FL), while
the standard uxes (F;H) and non-geometric ux (Q) are anti-invariant [2, 70]. Therefore,
under the full orientifold action, we can only have the following ux-components
F   F; F ; H   H; H ; !   !a; !a; !^K ; !^K ;
R   RK ; RK ; Q  QaK ; QaK ; Q^; Q^ ; (2.10)
For writing a general ux-superpotential, one needs to dene a twisted dierential operator,
D involving the actions from all the NS-NS (non-)geometric uxes as [2],
D = d+H ^ :+ ! / :+Q . :+R  : (2.11)
The action of operators /; . and  on a p-form changes it into a (p+ 1), (p 1) and (p 3)-
form respectively.2 With these ingredients in hand, a generic form of ux superpotential













F +  H + !aG





2The details of various ux-actions on the non-trivial cohomology basis elements are given in eqs. (3.5){

















This generic ux superpotential W can be equivalently written as,













Note that, among the new uxes only the !a and Q^
 components are allowed by the
choice of involution to contribute into the superpotential, and in order to turn-on the non-
geometric R-uxes, one has to induce the following D-terms via implementing a non-trivial













+ s (d 1)baQbK k^actbc   s t !^K

(2.15)











+ s (d 1)baQbK k^actbc   s t !^K

New generalized ux orbits. A closer investigation of the symplectic vectors (e;m
)
and (DK ; D
K), which are responsible for generating F -term and D-term contributions to
the scalar potential, suggests for dening some peculiar ux combination as new generalized
ux orbits [52, 53]. The ux orbits in NS-NS sector with orientifold odd-indices  2 h2;1  (X)
are given as,




(d^ 1)  k^ab b
abb









fa = !a + Q^

(d^ 1)  k^ab b
b

; fa = !a + Q^

(d^ 1)  k^ab b
b

Q^ = Q^; Q^ = Q^
and the RR three-form ux orbits are generalized in the following form,












Further, the ux components of even-index K 2 h2;1+ (X) are given as,

























QaK = QaK   f 1dba(RKbb); QaK = QaK   f 1dba(RKbb);

















Using these ux orbits, symplectic vectors (e;m
) and (DK ; D
K) are compactly
written as,


















f 1RK VE   s t f^K

; (2.20)
DK =   1
2 sVE

f 1RK VE   s t f^K

;




3 Two formulations of the NS-NS Bianchi identities
For studying moduli stabilization and any subsequent phenomenology, a very crucial step
to follow is to impose the constraints from various NS-NS Bianchi identities as well as
RR tadpoles to get the true non-vanishing contribution to the eective four dimensional
scalar potential. We have two formulations for representing the (NS-NS) Bianchi identities,
and we emphasize here that both sets of Bianchi identities have their own advantages and
limitations. Let us elaborate on it as under,
3.1 First formulation
One set of identities is the one in which all uxes are expressed as Hlmn; !lm
n; Qlmn and
Rlmn where l;m; n are indices corresponding to the internal real six dimensional coordi-





k]   ![ijm !k]ml = 0
HijmR
klm + !ij
mQklm   4!m[i[kQl]mj] = 0 (3.1)
!mi
[j Rkl]m  Q[jkmQl]mi = 0
Q[ijmR
kl]m = 0;
There have been several ways of deriving these sets of constraints; for example see [1, 15,
16, 50, 80{82]. We do not intend to provide the detailed derivation, however let us sketch
a couple of routes to arrive at these constraints,
 One way to derive these identities is via the Jacobi identities of the following Lie
brackets for NS-NS uxes [16],


























where Zi and X
i's are generators of the gauge transformations corresponding to the
two gauge groups consisting of two set of d-dimensional vectors obtained, from the
metric and the B-eld respectively, via the reduction of type IIB superstring theory
on a d-dimensional torus.
 Another route to derive these identities is via considering the nilpotency of the twisted




1 ^ dx2 : : : ^ dxp being dened as under [2, 83],






































where underlined indices are anti-symmetrized. Here, one can notice that the action
of (non-)geometric-uxes via /, . and  on a p-from changes the same into a (p+ 1)-
form, a (p 1)-form and a (p 3)-form respectively. Then the set of Bianchi identities
in eq. (3.1) can be derived from the nilpotency of twisted dierential operator D via




























klm   3!klkQlmm = 0: (3.4)
However, a closer look ensures that the rst three of these additional identities in
eq. (3.4) can be obtained by contracting two indices from the respective main iden-
tities in eq. (3.1), while the last one in eq. (3.4) generically holds by the orientifold
construction itself. Thus, the additional identities in eq. (3.4) are eectively not the
new ones to worry about. Nevertheless, we will explain their relevance in a dierent
sense while we compare the two formulations in explicit examples later on.
Let us mention that this formulation of Bianchi identities has the following benets and li-
mitations,
 While studying a setup based on toroidal orientifolds, one can write down all the
uxes and moduli in terms of components with real six-dimensional indices, and for
such cases, one can directly utilize the Bianchi identities (3.1) of the rst formulation

















 However, even for the simple toroidal setups such as T6=(Z2  Z2)-orientifold, the
total scalar potential has huge number of terms, specially when uxes are written in
terms of real six dimensional indices, e.g. see [50, 51, 53]. Practically speaking, this is
more often too huge to impose the Bianchi identities in a clean manner, and moreover
performing moduli stabilization demands to solve high degree polynomial constraints,
and one is forced to consider simplied ux-ansatz such as taking isotropic limit or
switching-o certain uxes at a time.
 Moreover, these quadratic ux-constraints (3.1) will not be directly useful for generic
setups beyond toroidal backgrounds (such as Calabi Yau orientifolds) as for simpli-
fying scalar potential of those setups, one needs to write down all the uxes/moduli
with indices counted by various even/odd cohomology bases.
3.2 Second formulation
On the lines of motivations raised in the last point at the end of the rst formulation, in
the second formulation, all the Bianchi identity constraints consist of uxes written with
















where  2 h2;1  (CY ), K 2 h2;1+ (CY ),  2 h1;1+ (CY ) and a 2 h1;1  (CY ). Now the
relevant ux actions represented in the cohomology language are given as under [2],
H = HA +H B; F = FA + F B;
!a  (! / a) = !aA + !aB; Q^  (Q . ~) = Q^A + Q^B (3.5)
!^  (! / ) = !^KaK + !^KbK ; Qa  (Q . ~a) = QaK aK +QaKbK ;
R   = RKaK +RKbK :
and
H ^ A =  f 1H6; H ^ B = f 1H6 (3.6)





















R  aK =  f 1RK1; R  bK = f 1RK1

























The following NS-NS Bianchi identities are obtained via demanding the nilpotency (D2 = 0)
of the twisted dierential operator on the harmonic forms [2],
H Q^
  HQ^ = 0; H !a  H !a = 0 (3.7)
Q^Q^k   Q^Q^ = 0; !a!b   !b!a = 0; !aQ^   !aQ^ = 0
RK !^K  RK !^K = 0; RK QaK  RK QaK = 0
!^


















f 1HRK + (d 1)ab !bQaK + (d^ 1) Q^ !^K = 0 (3.8)
f 1HRK + (d 1)ab !bQaK + (d^ 1) Q^ !^K = 0
f 1HRK + (d 1)ab !bQaK + (d^ 1) Q^ !^K = 0
f 1HRK + (d 1)ab !bQaK + (d^ 1) Q^ !^K = 0
A direct route of arriving at these quadratic ux constraints is given in the appendix A
with some detail. Moreover, these identities can also be read-o from the ux-constraints
of [84] via implementing the full orientifold projections on various ux components, and
taking care of appropriate normalization of forms. Let us specically provide some of the
utilities of the second formulation enumerated as under,
 The best thing is that all uxes are written with cohomology indices, and so easily
applicable/extendable for simplifying the potentials beyonds toroidal examples such
as Calabi Yaus. This is quite promising !
 Special solutions satisfying the ux constraints.
The constraints given in eqs. (3.7) have easy-to-guess solutions which we call \special
solutions". One of the same is given as,
H = 0; Q^ = 0; !a
 = 0; RK = 0; QaK = 0; !K = 0 : (3.9)
Or equivalently one could consider uxes with lower even/odd (2,1)-cohomology in-
dices to be zero. Subsequently, the only constraint to worry about, among those in
eq. (3.8) of the second formulation of Bianchi identities, is
f 1HRK + (d 1)ab !bQaK + (d^ 1) Q^ !^K = 0
Moreover, if one is dealing with an involution such that h2;1+ (CY ) = 0 which one
does very often in phenomenological application, then all the relations in eqs. (3.8)
are automatically trivial. An equivalent amount of simplication of scalar potential
terms by looking at the rst formulation identities would not have been this much
easier. These simplications are quite signicant as they can reduce a huge number
of terms from the scalar potential!
Let us also point out here that the existence of the possibility for setting half of the uxes
to zero is not merely a random choice of simplication. It is rooted into the fact that
constraints given in eqs. (3.7) have a nice symplectic structure. For example, the ux-pairs
(H; H
); (!a; !a
) and (Q^; Q^
) form orthogonal vectors in sympelctic basis (A;B),
and similarly the ux-pairs (RK ; R
K); (!^K ; !^
K) and (QaK ; Q
aK) are orthogonal vectors
in sympelctic basis (aK ; b
K). Now given a set of orthogonal symplectic vectors, there
always exits a symplectic map which can rotate away half of the components (say those
with upper h2;1 indices), and so one can switch-o half of the NS-NS uxes assuming that

















An interesting remark. Using the new generalized ux orbits as given in (2.16){(2.18)
and the Bianchi identities of the second formulation in eqs. (3.7){(3.8), one nds that the
following holds,
H Q^  HQ^ = 0; Hfa  Hfa = 0 (3.10)
Q^Q^k   Q^Q^ = 0; fafb   fbfa = 0; faQ^   faQ^ = 0
RK f^K   RKf^K = 0; RK QaK   RK QaK = 0
f^Kf^K   f^Kf^K = 0; QaKQbK  QbKQaK = 0; QaKf^K  QaKf^K = 0
and
f 1HRK + (d 1)abfbQaK + (d^ 1) Q^ f^K = 0 (3.11)
f 1HRK + (d 1)abfbQaK + (d^ 1) Q^ f^K = 0
f 1HRK + (d 1)abfabQaK + (d^ 1) Q^ f^K = 0
f 1HRK + (d 1)abfbQaK + (d^ 1) Q^ f^K = 0
Thus we nd that new generalized ux orbits in eqs. (2.16){(2.18) respect the same struc-
ture of the ux constraints as to those of the old ux orbits given in eqs. (3.7){(3.8). This
looks quite interesting ! The reason for this to happen is the fact that these relations
in (3.10){(3.11) can directly be derived from the nilpotency of a `new' generalized twisted
dierential (D2 = 0), where D being dened as D = (d+H^:+f/:+Q.:+R:) in a similar
fashion as the usual D is dened in eq. (2.11). This new observation on Bianchi identities
illustrates more use and relevance of the cohomological version of the `new' generalized ux
orbits proposed in [52], and found useful in many subsequent studies in [54, 55, 58].
3.3 Two approaches for simplifying the 4D scalar potential
As we have mentioned in the list of benets and challenges about using both of the formu-
lations in simplifying the 4D scalar potential, there are basically two possible approaches
to follow,
 Option one is to compute the total scalar potential by converting all uxes appearing
in the superpotential as well as the D-terms into real index components and use
the identities of the rst formulation. For that purpose one has to re-express the
ux dependent three-form symplectic components (e;m
) given in eq. (2.14) as well
as D-terms (DK ; DK) in eq. (2.20) in real six dimensional indices. This strategy
has been adopted in most of the previous phenomenology oriented studies based on
toroidal setups.
 Option two is to directly use the second formulation constraints for scalar potential
pieces obtained via the superpotential (2.13) and D-term (2.20) written in cohomology
ingredients. Or equivalently one should convert the rst formulation identities given

















Now, there is a subtlety between the two formulations of the Bianchi identities. For some
particular toroidal examples in type IIA and type IIB compactications on the orientifolds
of T6=Z4 sixfold, it has been observed in [1, 2] that the two sets of Bianchi identities are
not the same ! In fact, as we will elaborate later on in two dierent and concrete toroidal
orientifolds, one has to supplement some additional constraints in the second formulations
to have a match with the rst one.
For checking the inequivalence of the two formulations, one has to work in a setup in
which one can do computations for both formulations. Fortunately, for toroidal setups, one
can follow both approaches as one can easily switch from one set of uxes into the other one,
and so one can convert Bianchi identities (3.1) into cohomology based uxes. Moreover, one
can also convert the superpotential given in eq. (2.13) and the D-term (2.20) into another
form with real-indexed ux components. This is the beauty of simplicity of toroidal models
in which one can analytically compute all the relevant data unlike a generic CY case. As
we will see later, revisiting the study of a couple of toroidal examples using cohomology-
indexed ux components will give us some more insights for invoking non-trivial additional
Bianchi identities.
4 Converting the rst formulation constraints into cohomology ingre-
dients
In this section, we consider two explicit examples in type IIB superstring compactication
on orientifolds of T6=Z4 and T6=(Z2Z2) sixfolds. For these two examples, now our aim is
to translate all the complicated ux constraints of the rst formulation of Bianchi identities
into the ones using cohomology ingredients so that we could compare the two things, and
in fact show that the two formulations do not happen to be equivalent.
4.1 Model A: type IIB ,! T6=Z4-orientifold
Fixing the conventions. Here we consider the untwisted sector of type IIB superstring
compactication on the orientifold of T6=Z4 orbifold. Let us recall the relevant features
of this example from [2]. In the toroidal orbifold, we consider the following redenition of
complexied coordinates on T6
z1 = x1 + i x2 + ei=4 (x3 + i x4); z2 = x3 + i x4 + ei3=4 (x1 + i x2); z3 = x5 + i x6:
The orbifold action Z4 and the holomorphic involution  are given as under,
(Z4) : (z1; z2; z3)  ! (i z1; i z2; z3);  : (z1; z2; z3)  ! ( ei =4 z1; ei =4 z2; i z3):
(4.1)
The splittings of the hodge numbers are as: h2;1 = 1+ + 0  and h1;1 = 3+ + 2 . The












































dz1 ^ dz2   i dz1 ^ dz2 = dx1 ^ dx2   dx3 ^ dx4:
Splitting of (2,2)-cohomology bases:
~1 = 1 ^ 3; ~2 = 2 ^ 3; ~3 = 1
2
1 ^ 1; ~1 = 1 ^ 3; ~2 = 2 ^ 3 (4.3)
Splitting of (2,1)-cohomology bases:
a1 =   i
2
 










dz1 ^ dz2 ^ dz3 + dz1 ^ dz2 ^ dz3 = 0   1   2   3;
B0 =   i
2
 
dz1 ^ dz2 ^ dz3   dz1 ^ dz2 ^ dz3 =  0 + 1 + 2 + 3;
where the following notations have been considered,
0 = 1 ^ 3 ^ 5 ; 1 = 1 ^ 4 ^ 6; 2 = 2 ^ 3 ^ 6 ; 3 = 2 ^ 4 ^ 5 (4.5)
0 = 2 ^ 4 ^ 6 ; 1 = 2 ^ 3 ^ 5 ; 2 = 1 ^ 4 ^ 5 ; 3 = 1 ^ 3 ^ 6 :
In addition, the orientifold even zero-form and the six-form are dened as 1 and 6 =
dx1 ^ dx2 ^ dx3 ^ dx4 ^ dx5 ^ dx6 respectively, whereas there are no harmonic 1-forms and





























As this setup has h2;1(X) = 1+ + 0 , and h1;1(X) = 3+ + 2 , there are three complexied
Kahler moduli (T), two complexied odd axions (G
a) and no complex structure moduli.
Thus we have eectively two independent components for H3 and F3 as well non-geometric
R-ux as generically one should have 2(h2;1  + 1) for the former case while (2h
2;1
+ ) for the



















21  + 1) + 2h11  h21+

components as we can guess from the collection of ux compo-
nents surviving under the orientifold action as given in eq. (2.10). This way there are 10
independent components for each of geometric-ux (!) as well as non-geometric ux (Q).
To be more specic, the total orientifolding induces the following additional restrictions on
the various components of the moduli and uxes,
 Bij -axion: B12 =  B34  b2; B13 =  B14 = B23 = B24  b1.
 Cik -axion: C12 =  C34  c2; C13 =  C14 = C23 = C24  c1.
 Cijkl -axion: C1256 = C3456  1; C1356 = C2456 =  C2356 = C1456  2,
C1234  3.
 Fijk -ux: F135 =  F245 =  F146 =  F236; F246 =  F136 =  F145 =  F235.
 Hijk -ux: H135 =  H245 =  H146 =  H236; H246 =  H136 =  H145 =  H235.
 !kij -ux: !115 =  !225 =  !336 = !446; !116 =  !226 = !335 =  !445;
!125 = !
2
15 =  !346 =  !436; !126 = !216 = !345 = !435;





16 =  !426; !146 = !236 =  !315 = !425;
!513 =  !524 = !614 = !623; !514 = !523 =  !613 = !624











2 =  Q453 =  Q354 ;
Q351 =  Q452 = Q263 = Q164 ; Q361 =  Q462 =  Q253 =  Q154 ;
Q451 = Q
35
2 =  Q163 = Q264 ; Q461 = Q362 = Q153 =  Q254 ;
Q135 =  Q245 =  Q146 =  Q236 ; Q145 = Q235 = Q136 =  Q246
 Rijk -ux: R135 =  R245 = R146 = R236; R246 =  R136 = R145 = R235:
Flux conversion relations. We have the following relations among the various ux
parameters in the two formulations,


























































R1 =  R135; R1 = R246 :
Let us mention that there is always a bijection between the number of independent
real-indexed and cohomology-indexed components for each of the uxes F3; H3 and non-
geometric R-uxes. However, the same cannot be argued to be generically true for the
geometric ux ! and the non-geometric Q-ux. Nevertheless, in some toroidal examples
(such as T6=  where   is a crystallographic action in Z2  Z2;Z3;Z3  Z3;Z4 and Z6 I)
the bijection appears to hold, e.g. see [1, 2, 85]. Nevertheless, in this current example,
there is a bijection in all the uxes between the two formulations, and so we can explicitly
relate the ux components in two formalism by using these conversion relations given in
eq. (4.7). Therefore, using the conversion relations given in eq. (4.7), one can completely
invert the ve types of Bianchi identities of eq. (3.1) given in the rst formulation. Let us
do it one-by-one.
(i). (H!)-type identities. In this case, we nd that
Hm[ij!kl]
m = 0 =)

H0 !1
0 = H0 !10 ; H0 !2
0 = H0 !20

(4.8)
which is identical to the constraint: H !a  H !a = 0.





translates into many coupled constraints, and a careful reshuing results in the following
two sets of constraints,
H0Q^
10 H0Q^10 = 0; H0Q^20 H0Q^20 = 0; H0Q^30 H0Q^30 = 0; (4.9a)
!20!1




1 = 0; H0Q21 +H0Q
21 + !^31!2
0 + !20!^3
1 = 0 ;
H0Q
1










1 + !^11!^31 = 0; !^2
1!^3



















2  !^21 2+!210+2!220+2!^211 !^221 = 0 :
(4.9b)
Now it is obvious from the contraction of (2,1)-cohomology indices that the rst col-
lection (4.9a) corresponds to the constraints of second formulation Bianchi identities in
eq. (3.7) while those in eq. (4.9b) are new constraints.
(iii). (HR + !Q)-type identities. This class of identity given as \(HijmR
klm +
!ij
mQklm   4!m[i[kQl]mj]) = 0" results in the most complicated and lengthy set of con-

















within each constraint such that the same could be useful and relevant while invoking
the second formulation constraints. In fact, the identities translated into cohomology lan-
guage can be again reshued into two sets of constraints, one being the subset of second
formulation and the other being the new ones, and we present them both as below,
!10Q^
10   Q^10!10 = 0; !10Q^20   Q^20!10 = 0; !10Q^30   Q^30!10 = 0; (4.10a)
!20Q^
10   Q^10!20 = 0; !20Q^20   Q^20!20 = 0; !20Q^30   Q^30!20 = 0;
!^11Q
11  Q11!^11 = 0; !^21Q11  Q11!^21 = 0; !^31Q11  Q11!^31 = 0;
!^11Q
21  Q21!^11 = 0; !^21Q21  Q21!^21 = 0; !^31Q21  Q21!^31 = 0;
4H0R1   !10Q11   2!20Q21 + 2!^11Q^10   !^21Q^20 + 4!^31Q^30 = 0;
4H0R
1   !10Q11   2!20Q21 + 2!^11Q^10   !^21Q^20 + 4Q^30!^31 = 0; (4.10b)
4H0R1   !10Q11   2!20Q21 + 2!^11Q^10   !^21Q^20 + 4!^31Q^30 = 0;






































































aK = QaK !^
K of the second formulation in eq. (3.7) while
the ones given in eq. (4.10b) correspond to the remaining Bianchi identities of the second
formulation in eq. (3.8). However, all the constraints of eq. (4.10c) are new to the second
formulation.




i) = 0" from the Bianchi identities in the rst formulation, after some careful
reshuing of the resulting set of constraints, we arrive at the followings
!^11R
1  R1!^11 = 0; !^21R1  R1!^21 = 0; !^31R1  R1!^31 = 0
Q21Q
11  Q11Q21 = 0; Q^20Q^10   Q^10Q^20 = 0; Q^20Q^30   Q^30Q^20 = 0;
Q^30Q^
























































Now it is clearly seen that the rst collection (4.11a) corresponds to the constraints of
second formulation (3.7) while those in eq. (4.11b) are new constraints.
(v). (RQ)-type identities. Finally, in this case we nd that
Q[ijmR
kl]m = 0 =)

R1Q11 = R1Q




We note that this collection represents the same set of ux constraints as the one coming
from identity \RK QaK  RK QaK = 0" of the second formulation.
Let us collect an equivalent set of all the NS-NS Bianchi identities obtained by trans-
lating all the constraints of rst formulation into cohomology indices. We nd a total 66
coupled constraints among 24 ux parameters as can be classied into two parts below.
A subset of constraints equivalent to the second formulation:
H0 !1
0 = H0 !10 ; H0 !2
0 = H0 !20;
H0Q^
10 = H0Q^10; H0Q^
20 = H0Q^20; H0Q^




















































30 ; R1Q11 = R1Q
11 ; R1Q21 = R1Q
21;
4H0R1   !10Q11   2!20Q21 + 2!^11Q^10   !^21Q^20 + 4!^31Q^30 = 0;
4H0R
1   !10Q11   2!20Q21 + 2!^11Q^10   !^21Q^20 + 4Q^30!^31 = 0;
4H0R1   !10Q11   2!20Q21 + 2!^11Q^10   !^21Q^20 + 4!^31Q^30 = 0;
4H0R1   !10Q11   2!20Q21 + 2!^11Q^10   !^21Q^20 + 4!^31Q^30 = 0:
(4.13)





























































































1 H0Q11 !10!^31+!10!^31 =0; H0Q21 H0Q21 !20!^31+!20!^31 =0 ;
Q^30Q
1





























































Now we emphasize that the collections of constraints in eq. (4.14) is indeed `eectively new'
in the sense that they are non-trivial on top of imposing the identities of eq. (4.13), in the
cases otherwise there will be no subtlety in the two formulations. To illustrate the same,
one can (at least) consider the `special solution' which we have discussed earlier. In that
case, after setting half of the uxes (say with with upper (2,1) cohomology indices) to zero,
one nds that only one constraint in (4.13) survives to be non-trivial while there still remain
many distinct non-trivial constraints in the collection (4.14). This is the quick illustration
with the special solutions, and for more general solutions, one may rather expect more
non-trivial impact of the `additional' constraints.
Moreover, let us mention that similar to the case of [2], we have also allowed non-
zero values for the uxes !ij
j and Qijj which involve only one free six-dimensional index.
However, such ux components have been argued to be set to zero in [15], and so it is
interesting to investigate the inuence of setting such ux components to zero, and to
check if they could wipe out the discrepancy between the two sets of Bianchi identity
formulations.3 If we demand these uxes to be zero (i.e. !ij
j = 0; Qijj = 0) in the ux
















0B@ !351 + !461 !251   !261
 !135
1CA ; !^1 







































This simplication is equivalent to reduce the number of independent ux components
(allowed by the orientifold structure) from 10 to 8 for each of the uxes ! and Q. Moreover,
this does not inuence the presence of bijection between the ux components counted via
real indices and cohomology indices. To be more specic, the eect of setting !ij
j = 0
and Qijj = 0 amounts to have the following additional constraints on the cohomology
indexed uxes,
!115 = 0 = !
1
16 () !10 =  !^21; !10 = !^21 (4.16)
Q151 = 0 = Q
16
1 () Q11 = Q^20; Q11 =  Q^20
Now it clear that setting !115 and !
1
16 uxes to zero reduces the independent components of
!ij
k-type uxes from 10 to 8, which eectively reduces two independent ux component of
cohomology indices also. The same thing happens to be true with the Q-ux components
as well. Although these additional ux constraints in eq. (4.16) simplify the set of identities
given in eqs. (4.13){(4.14) a bit further, however the same do not help in removing the extra
Bianchi identities of the rst formulations which are not covered by the known version of
the second formulation. To illustrate the same, let us again consider the `special solution'
of Bianchi identities and assume that uxes with upper (2,1)-cohomology indices are set
to zero. Subsequently the identities in eqs. (4.13){(4.14) after imposing the conditions in
eq. (4.16) are reduced into the following constraints,
H0R1 = !^31Q^
3
0; R1!^11 = 0; !^11!^31 = 0; !^11Q
2
1 = 0; H0Q
2
1+!20!^31 = 0; (4.17)
H0Q^
1
































where except for the last constraint, all the other ones are additionally `new' ones and do
not follow from the known version of the second formulation. This has been the case for
(at least) the simplest non-trivial solutions, namely the `special solutions' which serves as
a proof for the mismatch, and we expect same results for more complicated structure with
the more generic cases. Thus, we show that the mismatch between two formulations still
persists even after imposing !ij
j = 0 and Qijj = 0. Moreover, this observation will also be
supported from our next toroidal example which does not have any allowed ux components
of type !ij
j and Qijj by the orientifold construction itself, however the mismatch between
the two formulations remain intact as we will see later on.
Some interesting observations. Now let us point out some interesting observations
from these collection of constraints given in eqs. (4.13){(4.14),
 As we have already shown generically in eqs. (3.10){(3.11), the rst collection of
Bianchi identities given in eq. (4.13) holds with our new ux orbits dened in
eqs. (2.16){(2.18). Moreover, it is interesting to nd that the second collection (as a

















by considering the simplied version of the new ux orbits which are given as under,
H0 = H0 + (!01b1 + !02b2)  Q^30
 




; f01 = !01   4Q^30b1; (4.18)
f02 = !02   2Q^30b2; Q^10 = Q^10; Q^20 = Q^20; Q^30 = Q^30 ;
R1 = R1; Q11 = Q11 + 4R1; Q21 = Q21 + 2R1 ;





 R1(2 b21 + b22)
where the new ux orbits with upper even/odd (2,1)-cohomology indices `0' and
`1' can be analogously written. So this analysis serves as another evidence for a
very natural relevance of our new generalized ux orbits which were conjectured
in [52]. Moreover as we will explain later, the Bianchi identities written in terms of
new ux orbits will be directly useful for removing many terms from the compact
rearrangement of the scalar potential proposed in [52, 54, 55]. Given the coupled and
complicated nature of the identities, this inference, about the same being extended to
hold even with the new ux-orbits, should not be limited to this particular example,
and therefore one may expect that the rst formulation identities in eq. (3.1) should
also be invariant under the generalized ux orbits written in six-dimensional real
indices as proposed in [50].
 There is a symmetry within the set of total constraints in eqs. (4.13){(4.14) which
remains unchanged under the following transformations (when applied collectively),
H0 $ R1; H0 $ R1; !10 $ Q11; !20 $ Q21; !10 $ Q11; !20 $ Q21; (4.19)
Q^10 $ !^11; Q^20 $ !^21; Q^30 $ !^31; Q^10 $ !^11; Q^20 $ !^21; Q^30 $ !^31
Before we come to the next example, let us make some speculations about a compact version
of the `additional' constraints in eq. (4.14). A more careful observation shows that using
new ux-orbits, we can reshue the same into the following constraints with parameters
being written into cohomology language,
H0 Q^0 +H0 Q^0 = 0; f^31 f^1 + f^13 f^1 = 0; 8 2 f1; 2g
2 (d^ 1)3























f^1f0b + f^1 fb0










f^1f0b   f^1 fb0

= 0 ; 8 a (4.20)
R1 f^1 + R1 f^1 = 0; Q^30 Q^0 + Q^30 Q^0 = 0; 8 2 f1; 2g
2 (f 1)

R1 f^31 + R1 f^13




























Q^0Qc1 + Q^0 Qc1











Q^0Qc1   Q^0 Qc1


















Given that some of these identities do not follow the same compact version for all 's, the
above cohomological representations of identities do not appear to be possibly promoted
into a model independent language in a direct way. Nevertheless on that motivation, from
eq. (4.20) we indeed nd that the following two identities, which take a kind of rather







































= 0 ; 8 :
This way we have indeed managed to rewrite the additional identities in the cohomological
language, however we do not claim these two generic looking identities to be true for
arbitrary (rigid) compactications, and for the time being these speculative relations should
be considered to be valid only for this particular example. Nevertheless, there is some
underlying structure within these two identities, and therefore it would be interesting to
check for their general validity via a more fundamental route.
4.2 Model B: type IIB ,! T6=(Z2  Z2)-orientifold
Fixing the conventions. Let us briey revisit the relevant features of a setup within
type IIB superstring theory compactied on T6= (Z2  Z2) orientifold. The complex coor-
dinates zi's on each of the tori in T6 = T2  T2  T2 are dened as
z1 = x1 + U1 x
2; z2 = x3 + U2 x
4; z3 = x5 + U3 x
6; (4.22)
where the three complex structure moduli Ui's can be written as Ui = vi + i ui; i =
1; 2; 3. Further, the total orientifold action is given by the two Z2 orbifold actions, and an
involution I6 being being dened as
(z1; z2; z3) = ( z1; z2; z3);
(z1; z2; z3) = (z1; z2; z3);
I6(z
1; z2; z3) = ( z1; z2; z3);
resulting in a setup with the presence of O3=O7-plane. The complex structure moduli
dependent pre-potential is given as,
F = X
1X 2X 3
X 0 = U1 U2 U3 : (4.23)
Subsequently the holomorphic three-form 
3 = dz
1 ^ dz2 ^ dz3 can be expanded as,

3 = 0 + U1 1 + U2 2 + U33 + U1 U2 U3 
0   U2 U3 1   U1 U3 2   U1 U2 3 : (4.24)
Here we have chosen the following basis of closed three-forms
0 = 1 ^ 3 ^ 5 ; 1 = 2 ^ 3 ^ 5 ; 2 = 1 ^ 4 ^ 5 ; 3 = 1 ^ 3 ^ 6;

















where 1 ^ 3 ^ 5 = dx1 ^ dx3 ^ dx5 etc. Now, the basis of orientifold even two-forms and
four-forms are as under,
1 = dx
1 ^ dx2; 2 = dx3 ^ dx4; 3 = dx5 ^ dx6 (4.25)
~1 = dx3 ^ dx4 ^ dx5 ^ dx6; ~2 = dx1 ^ dx2 ^ dx5 ^ dx6; ~3 = dx1 ^ dx2 ^ dx3 ^ dx4
implying that d^
 = 
 . The only non-trivial triple intersection number () is given
as 123 = 1 which implies the volume form of the sixfold to be VE = t1 t2t3 and so the four
cycle volume moduli are given as, 1 = t2 t3; 2 = t3 t1; 3 = t1 t2 :
Flux conversion relations.
H0 = H246; H1 =  H146; H2 =  H236; H3 =  H245; (4.26)
H0 = H135; H
1 = H235; H
2 = H145; H
3 = H136 ;
and similarly for F3-ux. In addition we have the following relations for the Q-ux com-
ponents,
Q^10 =  Q352; Q^11 = Q351; Q^12 =  Q452; Q^13 =  Q362;
Q^20 =  Q514; Q^21 =  Q524; Q^22 = Q513; Q^23 =  Q614;
Q^30 =  Q136; Q^31 =  Q236; Q^32 =  Q146; Q^33 = Q135;
Q^10 =  Q461; Q^11 =  Q462; Q^12 = Q361; Q^13 = Q451;
Q^20 =  Q623; Q^21 = Q613; Q^22 =  Q624; Q^23 = Q523;
Q^30 =  Q245; Q^31 = Q145; Q^32 = Q235; Q^33 =  Q246;
(4.27)
1By using the rst formulation of Bianchi identities as in eq. (3.1), one nds that there are
24 constraints for each of the HQ as well as QQ type. Using the conversion relations (4.26)
and (4.27) for ux components expressed in the two formulations, we can completely convert
these 48 identities coming from eq. (3.1), and the same are collated as under,































20 + H3 Q^22 + H2 Q^23 = 0
Q^2
3H0 +H2 Q^
30 + H3 Q^31 + H1 Q^33 = 0
Q^3
1H0 +H3 Q^
10 + H2 Q^11 + H1 Q^12 = 0
Q^3
2H0 +H3 Q^
20 + H2 Q^21 + H1 Q^22 = 0
Q^2
1H0 +H2 Q^
10 + H3 Q^11 + H1 Q^13 = 0
Q^1
3H0 +H1 Q^

























1H3 = H2 Q^
12
Q^1






2H3 = H1 Q^
21
Q^2






3H3 = H2 Q^
32
Q^3






1H2 = H3 Q^
13
Q^3






2H2 = H3 Q^
23
Q^1






3H3 = H1 Q^
31
(4.30)











































2Q^30 + Q^31Q^22 + Q^21Q^32 = 0
Q^1
3Q^10 + Q^1
1Q^30 + Q^32Q^13 + Q^12Q^33 = 0
Q^2
2Q^10 + Q^2
1Q^20 + Q^21Q^13 + Q^11Q^23 = 0
Q^2
3Q^20 + Q^2
2Q^30 + Q^31Q^23 + Q^21Q^33 = 0
Q^3
3Q^10 + Q^3
1Q^30 + Q^31Q^12 + Q^11Q^32 = 0
Q^1
2Q^10 + Q^1

























































Just to avoid any confusion among the h11+ indices and h
21  indices of Q-ux (as both of these
take values as 1; 2 and 3) while appearing in the Bianchi identities given in eqs. (4.28){
(4.33), we recall that ux components are written as Q^
 and Q^, and any lower index
is always a h21  index in these constraints. We have divided the HQ and QQ Bianchi
identities in three sets, and it is important to mention that the last set of constraints
as given in eqs. (4.30) and (4.33) indeed contains the following Bianchi identities of the
second formulation,
H Q^
  HQ^ = 0; Q^Q^   Q^Q^ = 0: (4.34)
For example, the two constraints of each of the six lines of eq. (4.30) produce three HQ
identities for  = 1; 2; 3 which corresponds to those of the second formulation mentioned

















However, let us mention that the eq. (4.34) happens to be weaker than the collection in
eqs. (4.30) and (4.33), and so the reshued version obtained after converting the identities
into cohomology language, although captures all the identities of second formulation, is not
exactly the same. Also, given that h2;1+ (X6) = 0 for this example, the Bianchi identities in
eq. (3.8) are trivially satised, and therefore dose not appear out of the constraints of the
rst formulation.
Further, other constraints in which h21  ux indices are not contracted (in any of HQ
or QQ type identities), cannot belong to the second formulation; for examples constraints
in eqs. (4.28), (4.29), (4.31) and (4.32) fall in this category. Moreover, we nd that these
four sets of identities can be written as,
H i Q^0 +H0 Q^
i   (l^ijk) 1Hj Q^k = 0;
H0 Q^i +Hi Q^
0 + l^ijkH









2 Q^0 Q^i + l^ijkQ^
j Q^k

= 0; 8i and  6= i :
(4.35)
Recall that the only non-zero intersection numbers in this example are l^ijk = 1 and
k = 1, and so there is not as much structure apparent from eq. (4.35) as it was for
the respective invoked identities in the previous example. However, we stress here again
that a more fundamental reason or proof is needed to trust these speculative identities for
generic backgrounds.
4.3 Summary and observations
From the analysis of this section about converting the rst formulation constraints into
cohomology ingredients in two concrete examples, we conclude the followings,
 First formulation already has all the ux constraints of the second formulation.
 There are some additional ux constraints in the rst formulation which cannot be de-
rived from the known identities of the second formulation. A reason for this mismatch
could be the fact that in second formulation, ux-actions utilized in eqs. (3.5){(3.6)
are dened only for harmonic forms while the ones (given in eq. (3.3) which are)
utilized in deriving the rst formulation are known for arbitrary p-forms [1]. In
other words, the rst formulation is derived via imposing D2Ap = 0 on generic p-
forms while the second formulation is derived by imposing the nilpotency only on the
harmonic-forms. This also supports the rst point made above.
 Given that the toroidal-orientifold examples we studied do not have any harmonic
one-form (and their dual ve-form), and so an immediate, though naive, expectation
could be the possibility that some of the `additional' ux constraints may be non-
trivial even for the examples beyond toroidal orientifolds, and hence one may expect

















 Moreover, as we have demonstrated in two examples by rewriting the cohomolog-
ical identities into some apparently model independent forms, there should exist a
cohomology-indexed-version of the additional identities of the rst formulation which
(once invoked) could provide a completion of the second formulation for generic com-
plex threefolds.
 If these simple observations hold beyond toroidal models, any attempt for model
building based on imposing the identities of only the second formulation for sim-
plifying the scalar potential, for example [49, 69{72], could possibly remain under-
constrained.
5 Solutions of BIs and implications on moduli stabilization: model A
In the previous section we have performed very detailed computation and reshuing of
Bianchi identities, and now we would discuss how one can exploit those results in the
context of moduli stabilization.
5.1 Some direct implications of `additional' BIs on the scalar potential read-
justments
First let us see what we could gain in simplifying the scalar potential via imposing these
`additional' Bianchi identities in some analytic sense. For that, let us mention that the
compact version of identities given in eq. (4.21) can be utilized to add/remove certain terms
for a well motivated reshuing of the scalar potential. To make this statement clear, now
without going into all the details of computing the Kahler potential, the superpotential
and the D-terms, which have been studied at a couple of occasions elsewhere [52, 54], here









































































































R1 f^1 + R1 f^1

2 sVE :
where all the new ux orbits are dened in eq. (4.18) except the following RR-ux orbit,
F0 =

F0 + (!01 c
1 + !02 c
2) + Q^10 1 + Q^
2









and also we mention here that the ux orbits with upper (2,1)-cohomology indices can
be analogously written. Let us note that last three pieces (VRR; Vf^f^ and VRf^) in this
collection (5.1) arise via D-terms while the rest of the contributions are from F -terms.
Some more reshuing for making speculations to generic case. It is interesting
to nd that one can completely get rid of the Vff piece in eq. (5.1) via introducing some





















Subsequently one nds that the two modied pieces mentioned below are reshued as un-
der,



































V newff = 0 ;
where we have also utilized some redenitions as Q^0 = Q^0  and Q^0 = Q^0  along with
some additional identities: H0Q^10 + Q^10H0 = 0; H0 Q^20 + Q^20H0 = 0; f^11f^31 + f^11f^31 = 0
and f^21f^31 + f^21f^31 = 0 from collection in eq. (4.20) in order to add and subtract some


















 One good thing about this reshuing is the fact that now the contributions from
the even and odd (2,1)-indexed uxes are separated out; for example VHH; V
new
HQ ; VQ^Q^




`even' (2,1)-index ux components. Here we emphasize that this would not mean that
the uxes counted via odd (1,1)-cohomology such as (!a; !





loose their relevance as one should be reminded about their implicit appearance through
the denitions of `new' generaalized ux orbits in eqs. (3.10){(3.11). However, the
separate notions of F - andD-terms are not relevant now due to insertions and removal
of some mixing pieces via Bianchi identities.
 Motivated by the studies on the origin of total 4D scalar potential from the dimen-
sional reduction of a couple of kinetic pieces [54, 58] of a ten-dimensional theory (such






























These reshuings in VQ^Q^ and Vf^f^ hold for this example which one may expect to get
extended to arbitrary compactications, specially for the case of rigid Calabi Yaus.
Moreover, the reasons for this nal rearrangement in eq. (5.3) holding true are the
following relations,
16V2E ~G   3 =
0B@ 422   21 1 2  31 31 2 21   22  32 3




  3 t t =
0B@ 4t22   t21 t1 t2  3 t1 t3t1 t2 t21   t22  3 t2 t3
 3 t1 t3  3 t2 t3 t23
1CA :











; G =  2
3
k0 k
 + 2 t t ;
where we have introduced k0 = 6VE = k t, k = k t , k = k t ; k^ab =
k^ab t





; ^ab = (d^
 1) k^ab [54].
On these lines of nal reshuing in eq. (5.3) using a peculiar form of additional Bianchi
identities, it may be worth to mention here that although most of the computations of [58]
(e.g. the N = 1 scalar potential) are done in terms of cohomology ingredients, however
the Bianchi identities utilized, to connect the pieces with those of ten-dimensional kinetic

















formulation (and not in cohomology basis) even though they are shifted from real six-
dimensional indices to a set of complex three-dimensional indices. From the observations
in our toroidal examples, we expect the relevance of those `additional' Bianchi identities in
generic compactications, and a more complete version of the second formulation should
exit to directly see the connection between the two proposals of [58] and [50] in a completely
cohomological framework.
5.2 Relevant scalar potential pieces for Kahler moduli stabilization
Now we switch towards looking at the solutions of Bianchi identities and possibility of
moduli stabilization in this example. Let us focus on the volume moduli and say that
currently we want to see if all the Kahler moduli could be stabilized subject to imposing all
the Bianchi identities, as this is probably the most attractive feature for looking at the non-
geometric setups so that one could stabilize all moduli at tree level. For that we will keep in
mind that all the new ux orbits generically do not have any volume moduli dependence
(e.g. see eq. (4.18) for this particular example), and so they appear only at the places where
 and t
 are explicit in eq. (5.1). Based on the above arguments, we nd that
 The three pieces VFF; VHH and VRR are not relevant for Kahler moduli stabilization as
these can be written as V0 = n0 +
m0
V2E
, where n0 and m0 are ux-dependent functions
of anything but the volume moduli, and so the No-scale structure remains intact.
 As there are no RR tadpoles (in the untwisted sector) in this example [2], the second
formulation identities simply nullify the pieces in VFH and VFQ^.
 As we have seen, in the remaining ve pieces

VQ^Q^ + VHQ^ + Vff + Vf^f^ + VRf^

rele-
vant for volume moduli stabilization, we can eliminate the Vff via a crucial Bianchi





 Subsequently, the only relevant pieces for the volume moduli stabilization remain to
be the following four pieces,
V newHQ^ =  
3






























R1 f^31 + R1 f^31








































5.3 Switching-o the uxes with even or odd (2,1)-cohomology index
As a warm up for investigations on moduli stabilization, let us say we want to look at
the relevant identities while we switch-o all the uxes with even (2,1)-cohomology in-
dices. Subsequently, imposing the ux parameters to be integer-valued, the simplied
version of the Bianchi identities given in eqs. (4.13){(4.14) reduces into the only solutions
which involve,
Q^10 = 0; Q^
10 = 0; Q^20 = 0; Q^
20 = 0: (5.6)
Similarly if we assume all the uxes with odd (2,1)-cohomology indices to be set to zero,
then the resulting identities have the only integral-ux solutions which involve,
!^1
1 = 0; !^11 = 0; !^2
1 = 0; !^21 = 0: (5.7)
These two observations stop our current interest of moduli stabilization with such solutions
of Bianchi identities as the same will not be able to stabilize the Kahler moduli T1 and T2.
This can be immediately read-o from the collection of pieces in eq. (5.5).
This could have been anticipated because in the rst case with the absence of D-term
contributions (when we have discarded the even-indexed uxes), the condition (5.6) shows
that there are no other coupling of T1 and T2 chiral variables in the superpotential to break
the no-scale structure along these directions. Similarly when we do not have any odd-(2,1)
index uxes present (i.e. in the absence of superpotential), then the condition (5.7) shows
that remaining D-terms do not have any dependence on two-cycle volume moduli t1 and t2
leaving them unxed. Therefore, we conclude that this is indeed not a good simplication
in the ux sampling to follow for moduli stabilization, at least for our current interest of
stabilizing all volume moduli at tree level. Nevertheless, these observations can be taken
as advantage towards inationary applications by stabilizing these at directions at the
subleading order, say via non-perturbative eects.
5.4 Switching-o half of the NS-NS uxes: `special solutions'
As a less-simple assumption than the previous ones, let us look at the possibilities with
what we have called as `special solutions' of Bianchi identities via setting half of the uxes
to zero on top of imposing the additional ux conditions in eq. (4.16). Subsequently the
resulting constraint given in eq. (4.17) produces the following solutions,
S1 : Q^30 = 0 ; Q^
1
0 = 0 ; Q
2
1 = 0 ; !^31 = 0 ; !^11 = 0 ; !20 = 0 ; R1 = 0 ; H0 = 0 (5.8)
S2 : Q^30 = 0 ; Q^
1
0 = 0 ; Q
2
1 = 0 ; !^31 = 0 ; !^11 = 0 ; !20 = 0 ; R1 = 0
S3 : Q^30 = 0 ; Q^
1
0 = 0 ; Q
2
1 = 0 ; !^31 = 0 ; !^11 = 0 ; !20 = 0 ; R1 6= 0 ; H0 = 0
S4 : Q^10 = 0 ; Q
2
1 = 0 ; !^31 = 0 ; !^11 = 0 ; !20 = 0 ; H0 = 0 ; Q^
3
0 6= 0
S5 : Q^30 = 0 ; Q^
1
0 = 0 ; Q
2
1 = 0 ; !^11 = 0 ; !20 = 0 ; R1 = 0 ; !^31 6= 0
S6 : Q^10 = 0 ; Q
2
1 = 0 ; !^31 = 0 ; !^11 = 0 ; R1 = 0 ; Q^
3




; !20 6= 0
S7 : Q^30 = 0 ; Q^
1
























S8 : Q^10 = 0 ; Q
2
1 = 0 ; !^31 = 0 ; R1 = 0 ; Q^
3




S9 : Q^30 = 0 ; !^11 = 0 ; !20 = 0 ; !^31 6= 0 ; R1 =
   Q212   Q^102
4!^31
; H0 = 0
S10 : Q^10 = 0 ; !^11 = 0 ; Q
2














Note that in this collection of solutions in eq. (5.8), the last solution has the possibility of
H3 and R-ux both being non-zero while in other solutions, at least one or both are zero.
In fact, the last solution turns out to be the one in which all the four kinds of NS-NS uxes,
namely H;!;Q and R, could be turned-on simultaneously. However, we did not nd any
of these 10 solutions to result into stabilizing all the Kahler moduli and the dilaton. In
this regard, it would be interesting to see if the inclusion of non-geometric P -ux could
help, but for that case the Bianchi identities are not known in any of the two formulations,
as we elaborate more on it in the appendix. Finally, we also note here that we have not
considered the most generic case as all the generic 66 Bianchi identities in eqs. (4.13){(4.14)
could not be simultaneously solved in an analytic manner.
6 Solutions of BIs and implications on moduli stabilization: model B
In this section, we perform a detailed analysis for looking at the possible solutions of
Bianchi identities for Model B. So far we have just translated the constraints of the rst
formulation as given in eq. (3.1) into cohomology ingredients as collected in eqs. (4.28){
(4.33). These are in total 48 quadratic ux constraints, and now the aim is to look for
(some) possible solutions of the same so that one could impose them directly on the scalar
potential expressed in cohomology language to perform moduli stabilization.
Before investigating for the possible non-supersymmetric vacua, let us recall that we
need to demand the following generic conditions for the solutions to lie within the physical
domains of eective eld theoretic description,
Im(Ui) < 0; Im() > 0; Im(T) < 0 =) fu < 0; s > 0;  > 0g (isotropic case)
(6.1)
Note that the four-cycle volume part in the denition of T appears with a minus sign in our
convention in eq. (2.5) and that is why we need Im(T) < 0. The F -term contributions to
the scalar potential can be computed from the following expressions of the Kahler potential
and the generalized ux-induced superpotential,


























where  = 0; 1; 2; 3 and  = 1; 2; 3 implying the presence of 8 components for each of

















the choice of involution is such that it has 64 O3-planes as well as as three (O7)I -planes
corresponding to three T4's as there are in total three Z2 actions including the orientifold
involution. Therefore, on top of the NS-NS Bianchi identities (6.8){(6.9), one has to satisfy
the tadpole cancellation conditions given as,








   F Q^

; 8 = 1; 2; 3:
(6.4)
Let us mention that the total F -term contribution to the scalar potential results in 2422
number of terms [50, 54], and any analytic attempt for moduli stabilization using the full
scalar potential which has 40 ux parameters and 14 scalars sounds quite impractical, and
so we consider some simplied ux-solutions of Bianchi identities.
6.1 Switching-o half of the NS-NS uxes: `special solutions'
Let us seek for the possibilities with the special solutions rst, and assume that all the
NS-NS uxes with upper h2;1  indices are rotated away, and subsequently imposing (3.9) on




2 = 0; H3Q^1
3 +H1Q^3





3 = 0; H3Q^1
1 +H1Q^3































This is good that complicated Bianchi identities are reduced to a set of quite simple con-
straints. Again we emphasize that the second formulation constraints given by identi-
ties (3.7){(3.8) do not produce any of these 12 constraints. Now we have reduced the
number of NS-NS ux parameters from 32 to 16, out of which 12 ux parameters have




3) remain unconstrained by NS-NS Bianchi identities. Moreover, these
12 ux constraints result in 38 solutions which do not have good relevance to be listed
here. This is because of the fact that even after rotating away half of the NS-NS ux
parameters, the number of terms in the scalar potential just reduces from 2422 to 522, and
in the absence of any trustworthy hierarchy like LARGE volume scenarios [24], it is still
quite dicult to perform any analytic study of moduli stabilization and so we take another
step of simplication which is the isotropic limit.
6.2 Most generic solutions of Bianchi identities in isotropic limit
A more simplied approach of `isotropic' case is usually adopted for further simplications
in this setup. This corresponds to considering all the three T2's in T6 = T2  T2  T2
to be identical which reduces the number of real scalars from 14 to 6 while those of ux
parameters from 40 to 14. This isotropic limit induces the following simplications,
Moduli : Ui = U  v + i u; T = T    i ; 8 i;  2 f1; 2; 3g (6.7)
Fluxes : F0 = f0; Fi = f1; F
0 = f0; F i = f1 H0 = h0; Hi = h1; H
























where i; j 2 f1; 2; 3g and i 6= j. In this isotropic limit, Bianchi identities (4.28){(4.33) of
the rst formulation simplify into the following form,
q0
1 h1 + h0 q
21   h1 q11   h1 q12 = 0; q12 h0 + h1 q10 + h1 q11 + h1 q21 = 0; (6.8)
h0 q
10 + h1 q
11 + h1 q






2   q01 q21   q01 q11 = 0; (6.9)
q0
1q10 + q1
2q21 = 0; q1
1 q10 + q1
2 q10 + q21 q11 + q21 q21 = 0
We nd the following 14 solutions of these simplied seven identities in eqs. (6.8){(6.9),
S1 : q1
2 = 0; q1
1 = 0; q0
1 = 0; q21 = 0; q11 = 0; q10 = 0 (6.10)
S2 : q1













1 =  q12; q21 = 0; q11 = 0; q10 = 0; h1 = 0; h0 = 0; q01 6= 0
S4 : q1










2 = 0; q0
1 = 0; q21 = 0; q10 = 0; h1 = 0; h1 = 0; q1
1 6= 0
S6 : q1
2 = 0; q0
1 = 0; q1














2 = 0; q1
1 = 0; q0
1 = 0; q21 = 0; q10 6= 0; h1 =  h
1q11
q10




2 = 0; q1
1 = 0; q0
1 = 0; q21 6= 0; q11 =  q21; h1 = 0; h0 = 0
S9 : q0
























 h1q01 + h1q11 + h1q12
q21
S10 : q21 = 0; q0








; q10 = 0; q1











1 =  q12; q01 = 0; q21 = 0; q10 = 0; q12 6= 0; h0 =  h
1q11
q12





1 =  q12; q01 = 0; q21 = 0; q11 = 0; q10 = 0; h1 = 0; h0 = 0; q12 6= 0
S13 : q1
2 = 0; q21 = 0; q11 = 0; q10 = 0; q0










2 = 0; q1
1 = 0; q0
1 = 0; q21 = 0; q10 = 0; q11 6= 0; h1 = 0; h1 = 0 :
Now we will use some of these solutions for illustrating their relevance in studying the
moduli stabilization.
6.3 AdS extremum with `special' solutions of Bianchi identities
Considering the isotropy condition (6.7) along with the symplectic rotation (3.9) of half of

















Subsequently, it is quite remarkable that one can even think of performing some analytic
investigations. Now we remind that special solutions only utilize the fact that half of the
uxes (with upper h2;1  indices) can be rotated away, and subsequently the NS-NS Bianchi
identity constraints of the second formulation are trivially satised in this example. Now,
there still remain some `additional' ux constraints coming from the Bianchi identities of




2) = 0; q1
2 (q1
1 + q1
2) = 0 : (6.11)
(i). Realizing AdS vacua via simplest case with H 6= 0 and Q 6= 0 simulta-
neously. Let us consider one of the simplest kind of solutions of eq. (6.11), i.e. h1 =
0; q1
1 = 0; q1
2 = 0. Solving the extremization conditions, we nd that @V = 0 and
@C0V = 0 both are satised at (C0h0 + 31q0
1 + f0 + 3v
2f1 + 3f1v) = v
3f0, and one has
the following classes of extrema,
E1 : v =
f1
f0




















E2 : v =
f1
f0






























2 ; u = 
2p
3f0




































































(f1)2 + f1f0, and we denote the value of potential at the respective extremum
point as V
(i)
0 for the four cases. Note that the two identities in eq. (6.11) can be satised
via q1
2 =  q11, while there are many simpler ux-solutions to play with; for example,
fh1 = 0; q12 =  q11g, fh1 = 0; q12 = 0g, fq11 = 0; q12 = 0g and the simplest one
is fh1 = 0; q11 = 0; q12 = 0g which we are considering for the moment. In addition,
one has to take care of the RR-ux constraints given in eq. (6.4) which reduces into the
following form,
N3  32 ND3 =  
 
h0 f
0 + 3h1 f
1

; ND7 = f
0 q0
1 + f1(q1
1 + 2 q1
2) (6.13)
Further, one should note that imposing fs > 0; u < 0;  > 0g clearly means that all the
solutions adopt negative value at the extremum (6.12), and so the point corresponding
to minimum would be AdS. Moreover one has to x the signs of uxes such that one
ensures ND3 = 32 + h0 f
0  0 and ND7 = f0 q01  0 as seen from RR tadpole cancellation
conditions given in eq. (6.13). Further, we note that there are the following ux scalings






































S. No. v u s  V0 # of at dires.
E1 -5 -6.7082 3.77336 120.748 -5.45299 10 6 1 in (C0; )-plane
E2 -5 -7.4239 10.2289 81.8309 -5.8398110 6 1 in (C0; )-plane
E3 -8 -6 3.375 108 -6.35066 10 6 2 fin (C0; )-plane and
-2 -6 3.375 108 -6.35066 10 6 and (s; )-planeg
E4 -5.52223 -7.31126 9.59603 83.7472 -5.83717 10 6 1 in (C0; )-plane
-4.47777 -7.31126 9.59603 83.7472 -5.83717 10 6
Table 1. Stabilized values of moduli/axions and the potential at the four extremum points. In
addition, one of the RR axions are stabilized through: (C0h0 + 31q0
1 + f0 + 3v
2f1 + 3f1v) = v
3f0.
This shows that in order to trust the eective eld theory description via restricting the
solutions into weak (string) coupling, large volume and large complex structure limit, one
needs to choose the parameters h0; f0 and q0
1 as small as possible while setting larger
values of ux parameter f1 and f
1. Here we provide a particular ux sampling for which
all the four extremum solutions are manifest,
h0 = 32; q0
1 =  1; f0 =  1; f1 = 5; f1 =  2; ND3 = 0; ND7 = 1 ; (6.15)
where we have taken larger value of h0 to make string coupling non-trivial (and of order
0:1). Now after numerically solving all the extremization conditions simultaneously, and
imposing fs > 0; u < 0;  > 0g to rule out unphysical solutions, we indeed get precisely
those four analytic solutions which we discussed earlier, and they are given as under, The
table 1 shows that one can easily have quite large values of overall Einstein-frame volume
(VE ' 3=2  103) of the threefold along with large complex structure moduli juj  7
and weak string coupling (gs  0:1) for this ux sampling. Moreover, these values at the
minimum are realized with integral values of uxes, satisfying the total set of NS-NS and
RR Bianchi identities. Further, we nd that the extremum E3 corresponding to the lowest
value can stabilize only 4 out of 6 moduli/axions. Investigating the Hessian shows that there
is a direction in the (s; )-plane which remains at along with the one in the (C0; )-plane.
So all non-axionic directions are not xed. In addition, we nd that Hessian has negative
eigenvalue in E1 and E4 implying those extrema to be saddle points while the second
extremum E2 is a minimum for the ve directions still leaving a at axionic direction in
(C0; )-plane. Nevertheless the same may be useful for building axionic inationary models
by generating subleading terms via non-perturbative eects on the lines of [86{88]. These
observations on the no-scale structure being only partially broken demands that one should
look at some less simple ux samplings.
(ii). More complicated cases of the special solutions of Bianchi identities. Now
let us take the generic potential in which the isotropy conditions are imposed on top of
using `special solutions' of Bianchi identities, and investigate how far we can go for analytic

















Axionic extremization conditions. Though it is still hard to analytically solve the
extremization conditions for the saxions, however we nd that axion stabilization conditions
can be \collectively" expressed as,
 =
f0 h1   f1 h0 + v2 h0 f0 + 2 v3 h1 f0   2 v h0 f1   3 v2 h1 f1
h0 q11 + 2h0 q12   3h1 q01 ; (6.16)
C0 =
1
h0 q11 + 2h0 q12   3h1 q01

3 f1 q0
1 + 6 v f1 q0
1   f0 q11 + 3 v2 f1 q11




u4 f0 f1   s2 h0 h1   2 q01(q11 + 2q12)
3 s2h21 + u
4(f0)2 + 2(q11 + 2q12)2
:
Here, \collectively" refers to the fact that stabilized values ; C0 and v are obtained in
mutually coupled manner as rst we solve for  and C0 by considering @V = 0 = @C0V .
Then we use the two subsequent constraints to get the simplied versions of extremization
conditions for complex structure axionic partner v and the saxions ; u as well as the
dilaton s.
Saxionic extremization conditions. Now we provide the polynomial constraints solv-
ing which one will get u; s and . Using the extremization conditions @V = 0 = @C0V ,
one nds that the simplied version of saxion stabilization conditions are given as,
@V = 0 =) 2h1s u2








































v2   u2+ 2 v2  q11 2 + 22 vq01q11





























































































v2   u2+ 4q12  q11  v2   u2+ vq01+  vq11 + q01 2






2 v + h20s







Note that these saxionic values at the respective minima are also coupled in the axion
extremization conditions (6.16) via v, and so will implicitly aect the overall moduli sta-

















to analytically solve these high degree and coupled polynomial constraints. Actually the
main concern comes from the complex structure moduli stabilization as they have cubic
couplings in the superpotential while axion-dilaton and the complexed T -moduli are linear
in the superpotential. Subsequently, it is easier for the later as it involves only quadratic
(though highly coupled) polynomials. However, for a given simplied ux choice one can
numerically solve all the constraints, and investigate for physical vacua.
Let us mention here that after using the minimum values of  and C0, and subsequently
the relation coming from the extremizing condition @V = 0 in eq. (6.17), the total scalar















1 + v (q1
1 + 2 q1
2)
2
2 s u3 
+
(q1
1 + 2 q1
2)2
2 s u 
This small size of scalar potential is quite impressive! Also we stress that we have not
actually solved the saxion extremization conditions (6.17){(6.19) in getting V0, and all we
did was to use the relation in eq. (6.17) on top of using @iV = 0 for i =  and C0. Therefore,
the values of ; v; s and u appearing in V0 will have to be supplemented by solving their
respective extremization conditions. The reason for writing V0 in the above manner is







1 + v (q1
1 + 2 q1
2)
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1 + 2 q1
2)2





Now given that for any physical solution one needs fs > 0; u < 0;  > 0g, one nds
that the rst piece of (6.21) is positive semidenite and the last two pieces are negative
semidenite while the second piece can be of any sign, and therefore there may exist some
de-Sitter solution when the three terms suitably compete, and more importantly in case
when uxes also manage to satisfy all the minimization conditions. Now one can directly
check for the consistency of the following inequalities,
s > 0; u < 0;  > 0; Vmin > 0; conditions (6:17)  (6:19); (6.22)
and if they are not compatible, it would mean that no consistent de-Sitter solutions are
possible within the simplications we have imposed on the scalar potential. For some
ux choices, this strategy appears to be numerically faster; for example, by considering
another solution of Bianchi identities as fh1 6= 0; q11 = 0; q12 = 0g, we nd that the
six extremization conditions are incompatible with V0 > 0 implying that a consistent de-
Sitter vacua cannot be obtained. This we can see just by checking the compatibility of
inequalities fs > 0; u < 0;  > 0; V0 > 0g along with conditions in eqs. (6.17){(6.19), and
without exactly solving them. However this strategy could not produce any conclusion for
the q1
2 =  q11 6= 0 case of the special solutions.
In addition, we considered a couple of solutions of Bianchi identities from eq. (6.10)

















to the previous analysis with isotropic special solutions of Bianchi indetities. However
we always ended up having either AdS solution or else tachyonic de-Sitter solutions; for
example, we nd several unstable de-Sitter vacua for the solution of Bianchi identities given
in S4 of (6.10). However, with integral value of ux parameters satisfying the Bianchi
identities, we could not nd any stable de-Sitter solution. This observation is consistent
with the unusual rarity of nding de-Sitter solutions as investigated through deep numerical
analysis in [6, 7, 13].
Finally, it is worth to mention that we have just investigated some of the ux-solutions
among the ones given in (6.10) which are obtained from the generic isotropic ux con-
straints, and it would be interesting to perform a systematic scan using each of the other
ux-solutions of Bianchi identities, and see if the de-Sitter solutions could be realized for
other solutions. Moreover, considering the inclusion of non-geometric P -ux could be
an interesting aspect to further extend the investigations for searching de-Sitter vacua in
these setups.
7 Conclusions and discussions
The main goal of this article has been two-fold. First we have shown that the known versions
of the two formulations for representing the NS-NS Bianchi identities in a given non-
geometric ux compactication scenario are not equivalent. To illustrate this argument we
considered two toroidal examples in the context of type IIB superstring compactication on
the orientifolds of T6=Z4 and T6=(Z2  Z2) orbifolds. Subsequently, explicit computations
have been done for both of the formulations within each of the two setups so that one could
compare the resulting ux constraints arising from the two formulations. In particular, for
these two examples, rst we have translated the rst formulation identities completely into
cohomology indices which after more careful and tedious reshuing of pieces have led us
to some interesting observation such as,
 The set of Bianchi identities of the rst formulation already has all the ux constraints
arising from the second formulation.
 There are some additional ux constraints in the rst formulation which cannot be
derived from the known version of the identities of the second formulation.
Both of the formulations can be derived by imposing the nilpotency of the twisted dier-
ential operator D, and a careful observation shows that one reason for this mismatch could
be the fact that in second formulation, ux-actions utilized in eqs. (3.5){(3.6) are dened
only for harmonic forms while in the rst formulation the ux action in eq. (3.3) is dened
for an arbitrary p-form [1]. In other words, the rst formulation is derived via imposing
D2Ap = 0 on arbitrary forms while the second formulation is derived by imposing the
nilpotency only on the harmonic-forms. This should be the reason why we recovered all
the second formulation identities via some tedious reshuing of the ux constraints arising
from the rst formulation.
Given that the toroidal-orientifold examples we studied do not have harmonic one-form

















identities) in terms of cohomology ingredients, an immediate (though naive,) expectation
could be the extension of (the some of) these `additional' ux constraints into beyond
toroidal backgrounds such as Calabi Yaus. As we have demonstrated in two examples,
there should exist a cohomology-indexed-version of the `additional' identities of the rst
formulation which (once invoked) could provide a completion of the second formulation for
generic complex threefolds. For example, we have managed to write down the following
identities in a model independent manner,
2 (d^ 1)

















R1 f^1 + R1 f^1



















= 0 ; 8 ;
which are true for Model A. We have shown how these are helpful in a decoupling of
scalar potential pieces in such a way that pieces involving even and odd (2,1)-indexed
uxes are separated out. It would be also interesting to investigate some more toroidal
examples to convert the additional rst formulation identities into cohomology ingredients,
and subsequently invoke some generic structure to seek the desired additional constraints
for the second formulation.
Moreover, on the same lines of arguments, let us point out that in both of the examples




j] = 0 () HQ^ = HQ^; for Model A and Model B
!kl
[iRklj] = 0; () !^KRK = RK !^K ; for Model A :
The left ones are embedded into the identities (3.4) which unlike the ones in rst formulation
in eq. (3.1), involve contraction of two real indices, and moreover are directly related to
the identities of second formulation in eq. (3.7). For the time being it is not clear if
this observation is just accidental for these particular examples, or it is true for generic
orientifold compactications. It will be interesting to investigate on these lines, which if
known would help in invoking a compact symplectic version of the `additional' constraints.
Without being critical, we point out that if these simple observations hold beyond
toroidal models, any previous attempts for model building based on simplifying the scalar
potential by imposing only the identities of the second formulation, for example [49, 69{72],
could possibly be under-constrained.
Later on, we have discussed the possible solutions of Bianchi identities in those two
toroidal examples, and have investigated some applications towards moduli stabilization
and search of de-Sitter vacua etc. On these lines, we have made the following observations,
 In the rst toroidal example, we have found that imposing all the Bianchi identities
can very signicantly restrict the available ux-parameter space, and may be up to an
extent that it is dicult to stabilize all moduli at the tree level which is supposed to
be among the most attractive features of model building with non-geometric uxes.

















thought of to be feasible in the presence of many superpotential ux-couplings with
various moduli and axions.
 There are a couple of simple easy-to-get non-trivial solutions which we call `special'
solutions of Bianchi identities, in which half of the uxes could be set to zero. These
solutions are motivated by the second formulation in which the set of constraints could
be viewed as an orthogonal set of symplectic vectors, and subsequently one can rotate
away half of those integral uxes via appropriate symplectic transformations. This
could not have been so much easy-to-guess via taking the route of the rst formulation
where uxes mix in a more complicated manner in the identities. Moreover these
`special' solutions can reduce the size of scalar potential very signicantly, and one
can even do some analytic study as we showed in Model A (and in Model B with the
isotropic limit).
 Extending the investigations towards non-special solutions of Bianchi identities, we
have attempted to search for stable de-Sitter vacua, and though we nd some de-
Sitter extrema but those are tachyonic, and we have not realized any stable de-Sitter
solution on top of satisfying all Bianchi identities.
As a concluding remark, let us mention that we have not intended to provide an exhaustive
study on moduli stabilization and/or the search of de-Sitter vacua in this work, and rather
we have aimed to show the inuence (and clash) of the two formulations of Bianchi identities
as a cautionary/guiding remark, which we hope that our analysis would have conveyed.
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A Derivation of Bianchi identities in the second formulation
Let us consider the twisted dierential operator involving all the NS-NS uxes to be given as
D = d+H ^ :+ ! / :+Q . :+R  :
The action of the ux operations /; . and  on a p-form changes the same into a (p+1)-form,
a (p  1)-form and a (p  3)-form respectively, and can be given as under,

















Subsequently, we nd that (D2Ap) has seven types of pieces written as (p+ i)-forms where
i 2 f6; 4; 2; 0; 2; 4; 6g. Each of these pieces has to vanish individually for ensuring
D2Ap = 0. In the expansion, the seven pieces are collected as under,
(p + 6) : = H ^ (H ^Ap) (A.2)
(I): (p + 4) : = d(H ^Ap) +H ^ (dAp) +H ^ (! / Ap) + ! / (H ^Ap)
(II): (p + 2) : = d2Ap + d (! / Ap) + ! / (dAp)
+H ^ (Q . Ap) +Q . (H ^Ap) + ! / (! / Ap)
(III): (p) : = d (Q . Ap) +Q . (dAp) +Q . (! / Ap) + ! / (Q . Ap)
+H ^ (R Ap) +R  (H ^Ap)
(IV): (p  2) : = d (R Ap) +R  (dAp)
+ ! / (R Ap) +Q . (Q . Ap) +R  (! / Ap)
(V): (p  4) : = Q . (R Ap) +R  (Q . Ap)
(p  6) : = R  (R Ap)
Now considering various ux-actions on the dierent even/odd bases allowed under the
total orientifold action, we will derive the resulting constraints following from eq. (A.2).
Given that the internal background is a real six-dimensional manifold, one can observe
that the rst and last expressions of eq. (A.2) can be relevant only for Ap being zero-form
1 and six-form 6 respectively. However, the same leads to trivial constraints as,
H ^ (H ^ 1) = 0; R  (R  6) = RK (R  aK) +RK(R  bK) = 0 : (A.3)
For simplifying the remaining ve type of terms in eq. (A.2), we will assume that all uxes
are constant parameters.4 Moreover, one observation is very straight that mixing of uxes
in the remaining ve constraints are of H!; (!2 +HQ); (HR+Q!); (Q2 + !R) and (QR)
types. This is quite motivating from the point of view of the rst formulation of Bianchi
identities as given in eq. (3.1). However, for the second formulation our aim is to compute
Bianchi identities with uxes written in various cohomology bases and not in the real six-
dimensional indices. Let us take each constraint one-by-one via considering the ux actions
in eq. (3.5){(3.6).
(i). Terms with (p + 4)-form. Using the fact that H3 is a three-form constant ux,
we have d(H ^Ap) +H ^ (dAp) = 0, and subsequently we get,
H ^ (! / Ap) + ! / (H ^Ap) = 0: (A.4)
The relevant Ap-forms for expecting non-trivial relations correspond to p = 0; 1 and 2. In
the absence of non-trivial one-form (and its dual ve-form), we nd,
H ^ (! / A2) = 0; ! / (H ^A0) = 0 (A.5)
4For non-constant uxes, the Bianchi identity constraints (3.1) gets more complicated as can be seen
from ux formulation in a DFT analysis [50]. However, for our current purpose, we assume the uxes to

















Considering Ap as the bases of zero-form (1), the above results in following Bianchi iden-
tities,







H !b  H !b

(A.6)
If we consider the p-form Ap as bases of odd two-forms (a), we get the same constraint,
H !b  H !b = 0: (A.7)
(ii). Terms with (p + 2)-form.
(II): d2Ap + d (! / Ap) + ! / (dAp)
+H ^ (Q . Ap) +Q . (H ^Ap) + ! / (! / Ap)
Of course d2 = 0, and again assuming that uxes are constant parameters, one can get the
following ux constraints,
H Q^
  HQ^ = 0; !a!b   !b!a = 0; !^K !^K   !^K !^K = 0 (A.8)
Here, the rst one comes from Ap = f1;A;B; ~g while the second and third ones arise
from using Ap = a and Ap =  respectively.
(iii). Terms with (p)-form.
(III): d (Q . Ap) +Q . (dAp) +Q . (! / Ap) + ! / (Q . Ap)
+H ^ (R Ap) +R  (H ^Ap)
For Ap = aK , this leads to the quadratic ux constraints with mixed even/odd (2,1)-
cohomology index given as under,
f 1HRK + (d 1)ab !bQaK + (d^ 1) Q^ !^K = 0 (A.9)
f 1HRK + (d 1)ab !bQaK + (d^ 1) Q^ !^K = 0
and for Ap = b
K , one gets
f 1HRK + (d 1)ab !bQaK + (d^ 1) Q^ !^K = 0 (A.10)
f 1HRK + (d 1)ab !bQaK + (d^ 1) Q^ !^K = 0
For Ap = fA;Bg, one gets the same four constraints though in a dierent set of combi-
nations. Moreover, for Ap = f; a; ~; ~ag, we get
!aQ^
   !aQ^ = 0; QaK !^K  QaK !^K = 0 (A.11)
(iv). Terms with (p  2)-form
(IV ): d (R Ap) +R  (dAp) + ! / (R Ap) +Q . (Q . Ap) +R  (! / Ap)
This results in following Bianchi identities,
RK !^K  RK !^K = 0; Q^Q^   Q^Q^ = 0; QaK !^K  QaK !^K = 0
Here, the rst one comes from Ap = f6; aK ; bK ; g while the second and third ones arise
from using Ap = ~


















(v). Terms with (p  4)-form.
(V ):Q . (R Ap) +R  (Q . Ap)
Similar to the case with (p+ 4)-type terms leading to (H!)-type identities, we have
RK QaK  RK QaK = 0: (A.12)
as seen from considering Ap = f6; ~g.
Summary of Bianchi identities in the second formulation. Combining everything
together, we have the following set of quadratic ux constraints,
H Q^
  HQ^ = 0; H !a  H !a = 0; (A.13)
Q^Q^k   Q^Q^ = 0; !a!b   !b!a = 0; !aQ^   !aQ^ = 0;
RK !^K  RK !^K = 0; RK QaK  RK QaK = 0;
!^
K !^K   !^K !^K = 0; QaKQbK  QbKQaK = 0; QaK !^K  QaK !^K = 0;
and
f 1HRK + (d 1)ab !bQaK + (d^ 1) Q^ !^K = 0; (A.14)
f 1HRK + (d 1)ab !bQaK + (d^ 1) Q^ !^K = 0;
f 1HRK + (d 1)ab !bQaK + (d^ 1) Q^ !^K = 0;
f 1HRK + (d 1)ab !bQaK + (d^ 1) Q^ !^K = 0 :
B On inclusion of non-geometric P -ux
In the absence of S-dual P -uxes, we have seen that the two formulations are not com-
pletely equivalent, and moreover a \complete form" of Bianchi identities in the second
formulation, i.e. using uxes with cohomology bases, is not known for a generic compacti-
cation background. Also, here we note that while considering the S-dual P -lux, even the
Bianchi identities of the rst formulation are only known for the orientifolds without odd
axions, and also without non-geometric R-ux [16, 17, 19]. The modied Bianchi identities
in the rst formulation are known to take the following form,
Q[abpQ
c]p












l = 0; (B.1a)
Q[abp ~F
c]lp + ~F p[abQc]lp = 0 () QF3 = 0 (B.1b)
P [abp ~H
c]lp + ~Hp[ab P c]lp = 0 () P H3 = 0 (B.1c)
Ql[ap ~H









c]lp   P l[ap ~F bc]p   P [abp ~F c]lp = 0

:
Here indices within bracket [] are dened to be anti-symmetrized, and the denitions as
~H ijk = 13! 
ijklmnHlmn as well as ~F
ijk = 13! 

















constraints, one has to satisfy the following additional constraints arising from demanding
the antisymmetry of the commutators,
Qabp P
pc
m P abpQpcm = 0; Qabp ~Hclp P abp ~F clp  ~HpabQclp + ~F pab P clp = 0 : (B.1e)
As we have mentioned earlier the second formulation identities are not known with the
inclusion of P -ux. Nevertheless, based on modular completion arguments one may have
the following identities [55],
H Q^
  HQ^ = 0; F P^   FP^ = 0; H !a  H !ak = 0; (B.2)
Q^Q^   Q^Q^ = 0; !a!b   !b!ak = 0; P^P^    P^ P^ = 0
!aQ^
   !aQ^ = 0; !aP^   !aP^ = 0; P^Q^   Q^P^ = 0
QaKQbK  QbKQaK = 0; QaK !^K  QaK !^K = 0; !^K !^K   !^K !^K = 0;
P aKP bK   P bKP aK = 0; P aK !^K   P aK !^K = 0; P aKQbK  QaKP bK = 0;
where we set non-geometric R-ux to zero [52]. A part of these identities will be veried
in one of the current toroidal example where we can still translate the known Bianchi
identities of rst formulations [16, 17, 19] into the desired cohomology-indexed form.
B.1 Cohomology indexed ux constraints in the isotropic limit for model B
The conversion relations for 24 non-geometric P -ux components can be written similar to
the Q-ux conversion relations in eq. (4.27). Now, using these P -ux relations along with
the ones in eqs. (4.26){(4.27), we have converted all the rst formulation Bianchi identities
given in eqs. (B.1a){(B.1e) which are too complicated to deserve listing here. However,
it is worth to mention that the class of Bianchi identities given in eq. (B.1d) produces
all the identities of second formulation which are of types: (H Q^
  H Q^) = 0 and
(F P^
   F P^) = 0 while the ones of QQ and PP type arise from the respective
constraints in the collection (B.1a). Subsequently, one observes that these can be trivially
satised once we choose H = 0; F = 0; Q^ = 0 and P^ = 0 as an extended version of
the `special solutions'.
Let us mention that the complete scalar potential having 9661 number of terms involves
64 ux parameters and 14 real variables [55]. As we did earlier, a pragmatic step is to take
the isotropic limit which reduces the number of ux parameters from 64 to 20 and real
moduli/axions from 14 to 6. In this limit, although it is still quite lengthy, for the sake
of illustration and completion within the isotropic limit, the various classes of Bianchi
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2; P^ 11Q^21 + P^ 21Q^21 + P^1
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1Q^10 + P^ 10Q^1
2 = 0
(v): F1P^
10 + F 1
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and nally we have,
(vii): F0P^
10 + F1P^
11 + F 0P^0
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
8 2 f1; : : : ; h1;1+ (CY )g:

















B.2 `Special solutions' by setting half of the uxes to zero
We have attempted to simplifying the most generic isotropic ux constraints given in
eqs. (B.3){(B.9) and we found that there are 75 possible solutions which are too lengthy to
deserve a listing here. Mowever, let us mention that the total scalar potential still remains
too huge to perform any analytic study of moduli stabilization even with the isotropic































































This is indeed a huge simplication that the original Bianchi identities which could occupy
several pages are now reduced into these 7 coupled quadratic-ux relations. Moreover, the
aforementioned simplied version of the Bianchi identities results in some particular cases
given as under,
(i): Q^1
1 =  Q^12; P^11 =  P^12 (B.12)
(ii): Q^1
2 = 0; Q^1
1 = 0; P^1
2 = 0; P^1
1 = 0; Q^0
1 6= 0
(iii): Q^1
2 = 0; Q^1
1 = 0; Q^0
1 = 0; P^1
2 = 0; P^1
1 = 0
(iv): Q^1
2 = 0; P^1
2 = 0; Q^1









2 = 0; Q^1
1 = 0; Q^0
1 = 0; P^1
2 = 0; P^1
1 6= 0; F1 = 0:
(vi): Q^1
2 = 0; P^1
2 = 0; P^1
1 = 0; P^0
1 = 0; H1 = 0; Q^1
1 6= 0
It would be interesting to use these solutions and perform a systematic study of moduli
stabilization and the search for de-Sitter vacua.
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